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May 12, 1990 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
The UNI-Dome 
Constantine W. Curris, Ed.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Judith F. Harrington, M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Communicative Disorders 
Commencement Marshal 
2:00 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT ............. .. ................. UNI Wind Symphony 
Ronald Johnson 
Associate Professor of Instrumental Music 
Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL ..... .. . ..... . .. .. .. ......... . . .. ... UNI Wind Symphony 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the State Board of Regents 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
The Faculty - Led by John C. Longnecker, Ph.D. , 
Chair, University Faculty Senate 
The Heads of the Departments 
Members of the Faculty 
The Alumni Class of 1940 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the Graduate College 
Candidates from Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Candidates from the College of Business Administration 
Candidates from the College of Education 
Candidates from the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates from the College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM . ... ... . . . ...... .... .... ... UNI Wind Symphony 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS .. .... ... Nancy A. Marlin, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
DONALD N. McKAY FACULTY RESEARCH AWARD . .. .... . ... ... Dr. Marlin 
STUDENT ADDRESS . ........ ... .... .. . ... ............... Annette L. Zuck 
Candidate in Elementary Education 
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE . .. . James G. Martin, Provost Emeritus 
Ralph Gordon Hoxie, Doctor of Humane Letters 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
University Continuing Education and Special Programs . ~ ...... . ... . ...... . 
Glenn L. Hansen, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
College of Business Administration ........ .... Paul J. Uselding, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Education . .. .................... Thomas J. Switzer, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts ..... Thomas H. Thompson, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
College of Natural Sciences .... .. . ... ..... . ..... Roy H. Saigo, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Technology 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences ... ........ . .. ................. . 
Donald R. Whitnah, Ph.D., Acting Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Graduate College ..... . .. . . ... . ... . ...... . . John W. Somervill, Ph.D., Dean 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
Doctor of Education 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* .............. . .. ............ President Curris 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT ....... .. ..... . Elizabeth A. Arend 
Teresa L. Vander Schei 
CLOSING SELECTIONS .... . . ......... .. . . .... . . .. .. UNI Wind Symphony 
*Reading of the Candidates Names: Clark Elmer, M.A. 
Director of Residence 
Jay Edelnant, Ph.D. 
Professor and Director of Theatre 
Department of Communication and Theatre Arts 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are 
individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may interfere with the 
rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
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The Merchant Scholarship 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of graduate 
study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. The fields of 
study and the Universities to be attended are shown. 
David Swanson 
Medicine 
University of Iowa 
Roger Eich 
Sociology and School Psychology 
Iowa State University 
Alicia Lateer 
School Psychology 
University of Cincinnati 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa, a junior-
senior honorary organization which recognizes students who have demonstrated 
high levels of academic achievements, leadership in campus affairs, and community 
service. 
Military Science 
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the 
United States Army. 
Robert James Capelle 
Jon Michael Dornbusch 
Samuel Bennett Houston 
John Joseph Perkins 
Joel Lynn Soenksen 
John Charles Toomey 
Continuing Education and Special 
Programs 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 




Kathryn Mary Twedt 
Newton 
College of Business Administration 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 






MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
MARKETING 
Kevin Charles Banwart 
West Bend 
Joel Erik Abrahamson 
Lake Mills 
Kevin Scott Bracker 
Davenport 
Meredith Lee Wedeking 
Cedar Falls 
Stephanie Rene Haro 
Mount Vernon 
Kelli Welcher Schulz 
Ottumwa 
College of Education 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 





Sara L. Chapman Thome 
Dike 
Annette Klein Zuck 
Jesup 
Lisa K. DeCook VanMaanen 
Pella 





Mary Margaret DeCoster 
Davenport 
Daniel Grover Glascock 
Cedar Falls 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
















Patrick Emanuel Roddy 
Davenport 
Jill Ellen Fleming 
Waterloo 
Patricia A. Otto Miller 
Storm Lake 
Eric Neil Atherton 
Sumner 
Melissa Ann Kendall Stover 
Ottumwa 
Marvin David Hoffland 
Decorah 
Sarah A. Klemuk Goodman 
Cedar Falls 
Tracy Lynn Lesan 
Kellerton 
Carmel Schoenfelder Hines 
Cedar Falls 




Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Conspicuous Achievement in 
Particular Areas 
BROADCASTING 
DEBATE AND ORATORY 




Mary Ann Durbala 
Des Moines 
Aaron K. Hawbaker 
Urbandale 
Ken G. Schuler 
Waverly 
Peter Charles Else 
Des Moines 
Mark Alan Bosveld 
Dubuque 
College of Natural Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 















Jennifer Lynn Evitts 
Dubuque 
Kristine Ann Rehkopf 
Belmond 
Paul G. Wenthold 
Ossian 
Julie Holdorf Lorenz 
Walcott 
Robert Dean Lewis 
Weldon 
Richard Allen Emery 
Oelwein 
Timothy Paul Browning 
Cedar Falls 
Gary W. Hoogeveen 
Sheldon 
Joyce Sue Noltensmeier Morrow 
Reinbeck 
Robert Royce Busch 
Janesville 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bach_elor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 
ANTHROPOLOGY Martha Detwiler Friest 
Osage 
CRIMINOLOGY Tony Arnold Foy 
Britt 
GEOGRAPHY Kirk Allan Stufflebeam 
(Fall graduate) Waterloo 
HISTORY Mary Kay Schmidt 
Spencer 
HOME ECONOMICS Aimee Grace Kingery 
Newton 
POLITICAL SCIENCE Joan Louise Larsen 
Urbandale 
PSYCHOLOGY David Lane Bristow 
Urbandale 
SOCIOLOGY Kristin Lee Anderson 
Redlands, CA 
SOCIAL SCIENCE Dana Ann Kauzlarich 
Rockwell 
SOCIAL WORK Sherilyn Ellis Foster 
(Fall graduate) Masonville 
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Honorary Degree 
Ralph Gordon Hoxie 
Ralph Gordon Hoxie was graduated from this institution in•1940. After receiving 
a Master's degree at Wisconsin, he was granted a Ph.D. from Columbia 
University in 1950. He is founder of CW Post College and also served as its 
president. Dr. Hoxie was Chancellor of Long Island University and was 
instrumental in establishing the esteemed Taft Institute of Government. He has 
been a distinguished professor, author, editor, dean, provost, chancellor, 
university president and trustee. Most notably, perhaps, he has served as 
President of the Center for the Study of the Presidency since 1969. He has 
received numerous honors and distinctions, including the Distinguished Service 
Medal of the City of New York and the Legion of Merit. 
He is a renowned authority on foreign relations, has served as a consultant to 
the state department, and has been on a number of diplomatic missions for his 
country. He has been honored by the Republic of Korea and has been President 
of the American Friends of Chung-Ang University 
His alma mater is proud to recognize such a distinguished son for his extensive 
contributions to education, scholarship, diplomacy, and to the study of the 
American presidency. His entire career has been marked by unselfish 
commitment to causes of the highest order and performance of surpassing 
excellence. 
Upon the recommendation of the Honorary Degrees Committee, the Faculty 
Senate, and the President of the University, and with the unanimous consent of 
the Board of Regents, it is a privilege to present Ralph Gordon Hoxie for the 
Degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa. 
May 12, 1990 
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Continuing Education & Special Programs 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3. 75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Michael Dean Albers, BA Wellsburg 
General Studies 
Darryn Lyn Aldinger, BA Iowa Falls 
General Studies 
Todd Jeffrey Amick, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Dennis James Andreassen, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
*Rhonda Kay Bennett, BA Creston 
General Studies 
Joel Thomas Berthusen, BA Avoca 
General Studies 
Brian Kelly Blum, BA Council Bluffs 
General Studies 
Erma Pruismann Bockoven, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Pamela Marie Boland, BA Johnston 
General Studies 
Marie Ellen Eide Bremer, BA Waterloo 
General Studies - Nurses 
**Carolyn Walker Brooks, BA Marshalltown 
General Studies 
Eugene Melvin Busch, BA Ledyard 
General Studies 
Tamra S. Busche, BA Carroll 
General Studies 
Albert King Campbell, BA Waterloo 
General Studies 
David Wayne Campbell, BA Spencer 
General Studies 
Curtis Lynn Coghlan, BA Webster City 
General Studies 
Douglas Michael Coiner, BA Davenport 
General Studies 
Taren Kay Copeland, BA Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
Tammy Sue Crandell, BA Des Moines 
General Studies 
Jon Matthew Danielson, BA Ellsworth 
General Studies 
Andrew J. Davis, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
**Job Dillon Dittmer, BA Waterloo 
Individual Studies: Undergraduate Thesis: 
The Computerization of the UNI 
Department of Residence Room Assignment 
Process, Volumes I and II 
Jon Michael Dornbus.ch, BLS Shell Rock 
Daniel Gene DuBois, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
*Cynthia Louise Eggers, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
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Darrin Lee Eilander, BA Ankeny 
General Studies 
Jane Lynette Johansen Eilderts, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Timothy David Fox, BA Noblesville, IN 
General Studies 
**Jeffrey Lynn Fulmer, BA Wamego, KS 
General Studies 
*Lori L. Geerts, BA 
General Studies 
Charles City 
Leeann Gibson, BA Ames 
General Studies 
Jodi Lynn Glaser, BA Elgin, IL 
Individual Studies: Undergraduate Thesis: 
Media Applications at Covenant Medical 
Center 
***Jodi Lynne Hammer, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Presidential Scholar: 
Senior Thesis Title: Self Esteem Enhancement: 
A Personal Approach 
Donald P Harnack, BA Lake Zurich IL 
General Studies 
**Lynnette Roberts Harter, BA Waterloo 
Individual Studies: Undergraduate Thesis: 
The Effects of a Computer Concepts Class 
on Attitudes Toward Computers and 
Computer Anxiety 
Scott Joseph Horan, BA Waterloo 
General Studies 
*Cynthia Church Houlson, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Samuel Bennett Houston, BLS Cedar Falls 
Raymond Scott Iliff, BA Wadena 
General Studies 
Douglas Allan Jackson, BA Marion 
General Studies 
Brenda Carmen Justiniano, BA Des Moines 
General Studies 
*Elizabeth Leigh Knight, BA Washington 
General Studies 
Michael Dean Kolpin, BA Tama 
General Studies 
Pamela Eileen Kromrninga, BA Ackley 
General Studies 
Marion Hansen Larsen, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Bridgett Christine Lown, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
***Susan Marie Lynch, BA Gilmore City 
General Studies 
Patricia Scheel Magee, BA Waterloo 
General Studies 
ThomasJ. McGee, BA Cedar Falls Kristine M. Kruschwitz Smith, BLS DeWitt 
General Studies Stacie M. Smith, BA Cedar Falls 
Ted Lee McPherson, BLS Cedar Rapids General Studies 
Kimberly Kay Meints, BA Webster City Jodi Lee Sovereign, BA Cresco 
General Studies General Studies 
Loree Rae Meints, BA Steamboat Rock Alan Douglas Sperlich, BA Cedar Falls 
General Studies General Studies 
Colleen Michele Moeller, BA Cedar Falls Wayne Michael Strang, BA Coggon 
General Studies General Studies 
Rodney L. Neymeyer, BA Clinton Peggy Lynne Stresemann, BA Clarence 
General Studies General Studies 
Joyce Elizabeth Nikolaisen, BA Des Moines Alan Todd Tscherter, BA Reinbeck 
General Studies General Studies 
Steven John Phyfe, BA Nashua ***Kathryn Mary Twedt, BA Newton 
General Studies General Studies 
Randall Don Porter, BA Ankeny Diana Marina Walker, BA Marion 
General Studies General Studies 
Laurie Linn Roethler, BA Cedar Falls Arthur Cochran Walker III, BA Iowa City 
General Studies General Studies 
Debra Lee Brown Rogers, BA Cedar Falls **Wanda Rae Weber, BA Waterloo 
General Studies Individual Studies: Undergraduate Thesis: 
**Todd Charles Ruszkowski, BA Decorah Developing Resource Materials for Young 
General Studies and/or Inexperienced Parents 
Scott Randle Ryan, BA Cedar Falls Michael John Wehr, BLS Cedar Falls 
General Studies Marcie Kay Whitehead, BA Perry 
Todd Alan Sampson, BA Nevada General Studies 
General Studies Brenton Eugene Williams, BA Muscatine 
Laura Ann Scovell, BA Cedar Falls General Studies 
General Studies Roger Leroy Woock, BA Elk Run Heights 
Andrew John Seichter, BA Cedar Falls General Studies 
General Studies Brad T. Wright, BA Mason City 
Barry Wayne Shaw, BA Garrison General Studies 
General Studies 
College of Business Administration 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3. 75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Myron James Aalderks, BA Parkersburg 
Management: Business Administration 
***Joel Erik Abrahamson, BA Lake Mills 
Economics 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Lottery Fever: Is It 
Healthy? 
Troy Kenneth Alberts, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Finance 
Tamara Leigh Algoe, BA Anamosa 
Marketing: Management and French 
*Kimberly K. Stewart Amdahl, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
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*Brent Richard Anderson, BA Canistota, SD 
Business: Accounting 
Elizabeth Jean Anderson, BA Waterloo 
Marketing: Advertising 
*Susan Joan Anthony, BA Sherman, TX 
Business: Accounting 
Dawn Aura Applegate, BA Maxwell 
Office Information Systems 
**Michael Ray Armbrecht, BA State Center 
Business: Accounting 
Presidential Scholar: 
Senior Thesis Title: Explaining the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board Statement 
Number 96 
*Jennifer Sue Arns, BA Waverly 
Business: Accounting 
**Angela Marie Arthur, BA Hawkeye 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Daniel Read Arthur, BA Clarinda 
Management: Business Administration 
Scott Alan Asche, BA LeMars 
Marketing: Sales 
Farah Azeem, BA Cedar Falls 
Finance 
Jodi Leanne Bachman, BA Waterloo 
Management: Finance 
*Cindy Sue Balster, BA Fort Dodge 
Business: Accounting 
Bryan Thomas Bane, BA Urbandale 
Management: Finance 
***Kevin Charles Banwart, BA West Bend 
Business: Accounting 
Carol Leigh Barclay, l3A Madrid 
Office Information Systems 
Todd Allan Barkema, BA Charles City 
Marketing: Advertising 
Brenda Michele Barlow, BA Ankeny 
Management: Finance 
Lynda Kaye Bartelli, BA Cedar Falls 
Office Information Systems 
Jill Annette Beatty, BA Shellsburg 
Marketing: Management 
Gary Dean Bedard, BA Waterloo 
Marketing: Advertising 
Thaddeus John Bees, BA Cedar Falls 
Management : Business Administration 
Nancy Ann Beisel!, BA Anamosa 
Marketing: Advertising 
**Lisa Renee Bell, BA Atlantic 
Business: Accounting 
*Christine Marie Benham, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Jody Elizabeth Benson, BA Davenport 
Business: Accounting 
Richard Dean Berghefer, BA Cedar Falls 
~usiness: Accounting 
Rhonda Flick Lee Betsworth, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
*James Francis Biegger, BA Madrid 
Business: Accounting 
James M. Bird, BA Alton 
Management: Finance 
Robert Dean Bixby, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
***Craig Joseph Blake, BA Stacyville 
Business: Accounting 
*Kevin Joseph Blaser, BA Osage 
Finance 
*)vonne Renee Vander Zwaag Blohm, 
BA Reinbeck 
Business: Accounting 
Tae Kyun Boes, BA Davenport 
Management: Finance 
*Kacy LuAnn Bohach, BA Education Sheffield 
Business: Teaching 
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Todd Alan Bohnenkamp, BA Remsen 
Marketing: Management 
**Linda Ann Olsem Bowman, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Michael Lynn Bown, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Production 
David Mitchell Boyer, BA Des Moines 
Management: Business Administration 
**Kevin Scott Bracker, BA Davenport 
Management: Finance and Economics 
Kerwin J. Brandt, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Inderdeep K. Sangha Brar, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Kari Lynn Brown, BA Clear Lake 
Management: Finance 
Cheryl Kay Brunko, BA Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
Kevin Allen Bruns, BA Titonka 
Management: Business Administration 
Kristi Lynn Bruvik, BA Humboldt 
Business: Accounting 
*Gail Lynn Bryant, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Angela Marie Bucklin, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
Carla Jane Burlage, BA Monticello 
Office Information Systems 
**Robert Gerard Burmeister, BA DeWitt 
Business: Accounting 
**Julie Kay Burnett, BA West Union 
Business: Accounting 
Craig Alan Busch, BA Alta Vista 
Business: Accounting 
Michael Lee By!, BA Waverly 
Marketing: Sales 
Donald Guy Byrd, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Production 
Joseph Todd Campbell, BA Denison 
Marketing: Entrepreneurship 
Susan Morrison Carter, BA Washburn 
Management: Business Administration 
Sheila Marie Cassel, BA Manchester 
Marketing: Advertising 
*Anne Marie Chalstrom, BA Ames 
Business: Accounting 
Esther D. Barnes Chapman, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Management 
Kent Alvin Chesmore, BA Quasqueton 
Finance 
*Colleen Renee Christensen, BA Elma 
Management: Finance 
***Craig John Christensen, BA Loveland, CO 
Business: Accounting 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: J and R's Grocery, Inc. : 
A Comprehensive Exercise in Financial 
Reporting 
Lori Lynn Christensen, BA Atlantic 
Management: Finance 
**Bart Stephen Clark, BA Cambridge 
Business: Accounting 
Janet Lynn Clary, BA Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
Gerald Alan Clemen, BA Dyersville 
Management: Finance 
***Kevin Paul Cline, BA Merrill 
• Management: Finance and Economics 
Bradley Franklin Cloyd, BA Waterloo 
Management: Finance 
David Michael Collins, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Sales 
Christopher Richard Congdon, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
Mark Linus Conlon, BA Dubuque 
Business: Accounting 
**Christopher Calvin Cook, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Todd Thomas Cook, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
Carla Jean Cooper, BA Nora Springs 
Office Information Systems 
Lisa Renee Cooper, BA Mason City 
Management: Business Administration 
Robert Allen Crane II, BA Northwood 
Office Information Systems 
Joni Sue Curtis, BA Princeton 
Business: Accounting 
Tammy Marie Danley, BA Urbandale 
Management: Business Administration 
Jeffrey Jay Daugherty, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Finance 
*Lisa Ann Davis, BA Ottumwa 
Business: Accounting 
***Matthew Franz Davis, BA Bettendorf 
Business: Accounting 
Gregory Lee Dehaai, BA West Des Moines 
Marketing: Sales 
Susan Kathryn Deutmeyer, BA Dyersville 
Management: Business Administration 
*Scott Kevin Dix, BA Janesville 
Management: Business Administration 
Charles William Dodds, BA Algona 
Management: Finance 
*Sandra Lea Dornath, BA Gilmore City 
Marketing: Management 
Eric N. Dowell, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Finance 
Steven Brian Drake, BA Marion 
Marketing: Advertising 
**Jill Marie Drees, BA Carroll 
Management: Finance 
*Deanna Devlin Drew, BA Traer 
Business: Accounting 
Kenneth Jay Driscoll, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
**Timothy David Driscoll, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
**Barbara J. DeWees Duckett, 
BA New Hampton 
Business: Accounting 
Joyce L. Dunlay, BA Waterloo 
Management: Finance 
Jacalyn Jean Rottunda Dunmire, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
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*Lu Ann Dunne, BA Dubuque 
Business: Accounting 
Nancy Gail Sackett Dykstra, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Gregory Roger Eide, BA Iowa Falls 
Management: B(lsiness Administration 
Trudy Lynn Elliott, BA Anamosa 
Marketing: Sales 
David Edwin Elsbury, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Advertising 
***Matthew Adam Engel, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Robert J. Engrav, BA Cedar Falls 
Economics 
**Dennis Joseph Ernster, BA Waterloo 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources and 
Economics 
Kelly Jo Erpelding, BA Education Rutland 
Business: Teaching 
*John L. Eubank, BA Ankeny 
Business: Accounting 
Debora Lynn Filby, BA Urbandale 
Marketing: Management 
Nancy Marie Finis, BA Wheatland 
Business: Accounting 
Cynthia Lynn Ford, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Sales 
Deborah Sue Fox, BA Minburn 
Management: Finance 
**Patricia Eileen Fox, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
**Candy Evans Frahm, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
*Kenneth Gerald Francis, BA Osage 
Business: Accounting 
*Curt Gerard Fransen, BA Dubuque 
Marketing: Sales 
*James Robert Franzen, BA Arlington 
Marketing: Management 
*Bret Allen Frieden, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
Deborah Jean Froschauer, BA Iowa City 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Jeffry Jon Fruchtenicht, BA Waterloo 
Economics 
Matthew Cloyd Fuller, BA North English 
Marketing: Management 
Mary Ann Galliart, BA Mount Pleasant 
:vtanagement: Personnel/Human Resources 
Jill Lynn Garner, BA Waverly 
Marketing: Advertising and Art 
Michael John Gasperi, BA Mason City 
Marketing: Sales 
Alicia Sue Gent, BA Wellman 
Business: Accounting 
Jill Renee Gentzkow, BA Bettendorf 
Business: Accounting 
Angela Marie George, BA Alden 
Marketing: Management 
Ronald E. Giddings, Jr., BA Sabula 
Economics 
David Wendell Giesking, BA Reinbeck 
Business: Accounting 
Audra Lynn Gilmour, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
*Daniel Grover Glascock, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Chandra Deneen Granzow, BA Hubbard 
Business: Accounting 
Lawrence Douglas Gray, BA Clinton 
Management: Business Administration 
*Donald Joseph Greiner, BA Panama 
Business: Accounting 
Fredric Jon Grems, BA Iowa City 
Business: Accounting 
***Gregory Thomas Grimm, BA Riceville 
Management: Finance 
Jodi Rae Gruntkosky, BA LaMotte 
Marketing: Sales 
**Troy Wayne Gumz, BA Cedar Falls 
Economics and French 
*Susan Rae Guritz, BA 
Marketing: Advertising 




*Carrie Ann Halverson, BA Panora 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
***Mark Alan Hamill, BA Dubuque 
Business: Accounting 
**Amy Jean Hansen, BA Des Moines 
Management: Business Administration 
Matthew David Hanson, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administ,:ation 
Pam Dvonne Kilburn Hanson, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
***Christine Marie Harms, BA Ottumwa · 
Business: Accounting 
***Stephanie Rene Haro, BA Mount Vernon 
Management Information Systems 
*Dianne Kay Hartman, BA Storm Lake 
Management: Finance 
**Nancy Jean Hawthorne, BA Lohrville 
Finance 
Kristin Lynne Hegland, BA Ellsworth 
Management: Business Administration 
Thomas James Heiny, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Management 
Michelle Marie Henderson, BA Independence 
Management: Business Administration 
*Jill Maria Hendrickson, BA Ely 
Management: Finance 
Barbra Lynn Herbold, BA Newton 
Finance 
*Amy Elizabeth Hipschen, BA Bellevue 
Marketing: Research 
Jodi Lynn Hirsch, BA Waverly 
Management: Finance 
*Brian Patrick Hoey, BA West Union 
Business: Accounting 
James Lee Hollingshead, Jr., BA Knoxville 
Management: Finance 
Sheri Ann Greaves Horn, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
*Daniel A. Hostager, BA Gowrie 
Management: Business Administration 
Charles Edwin Howell, BA Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
Kevin Ryan Howk, BA Center Point 
Finance 
Timothy Lee Hugen, BA Huxley 
Marketing: Management 
David Daniel Hunt, BA Granville 
Finance 
*Heidi Anne Hurdle, BA West Des Moines 
Finance 
Laura Ann Immesoete, BA Davenport 
Marketing: Advertising 
**Carol Sue Iversen, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Ginger Sue Wirts Jacobs, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
*Scott Alan Jacobs, BA Auburn 
Management: Finance 
Anthony Dean James, BA Buffalo Center 
Business: Accounting 
Jerry Allan Jauron, BA Indianola 
Business: Accounting 
Kristin Ann Jensen, BA Independence 
Business: Accounting 
Christine Marie Johnston, BA Grinnell 
Office Information Systems 
*Becky Lee Jones, BA Platteville, WI 
Marketing: Research 
Kenneth Patrick Jones, BA Center Point 
Management: Business Administration 
Robert Alan Jordan, BA Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
Jeffrey Jay Jost, BA Davenport 
Management: Finance 
Michael B. Judge, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Finance 
**Jill Marie Kadera, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
Susan Kay Kadera, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Management 
*Andrew John Kaloupek, BA Cedar Falls 
Economics and Political Science 
Karla Ann Kammerer, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Advertising 
Laura Ann Kane, BA Mapleton 
Office Information Systems 
Scott Alan Kaul, BA Fridley, MN 
Management: Finance 
***Barbara Ann Kayser, BA Jesup 
Finance 
Gregory Allen Keegan, BA Cascade 
Marketing: Sales 
Kirsten Elise Kehe, BA Waverly 
Management: Finance 
***Mardel Faye Kelly, BA Marble Rock 
Business: Accounting 
Patrick Daniel Kennedy, BA LeMars 
Business: Accounting 
James Patrick Kent, BA Mason City 
Business: Accounting 
Matthew David Kern, BA West Des Moines 
Marketing: Management 
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***Matthew Patrick Kinley, BA Coggon 
Business: Accounting 
Michelle Kay Kjergaard, BA Audubon 
Management: Business Administration 
Lisa Marie Klaes, BA Osage 
Management: Finance 
***Keith Robert Knight, BA Strawberry Point 
Business: Accounting 
***Julie Ann Koedam, BA Council Bluffs 
Finance 
Gary Vincent Koerner, BA West Des Moines 
Marketing: Management 
Michael Steven Kontos, BA Waterloo 
Management: Finance 
Jason Edward Krage!, BA Charter Oak 
Marketing: Entrepreneurship 
Bradley John Kremer, BA Cascade 
Management: Business Administration 
Rodney William Krois, BA West Des Moines 
Marketing: Management 
Kelly Patrick Kruse, BA Epworth 
Business: Accounting 
Lisa Kay Kueter, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Anthony Richard Kupris II, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Joel Lee Langan, BA Dubuque 
Management: Finance 
Kevin Edward Laubengayer, BA Marion 
Marketing: Management 
Carla Elaine Lawrence, BA Otho 
Management: Business Administration 
W. David LeCompte, BA Waterloo 
Marketing: Advertising 
Julie Sue Lehmann, BA Rockford 
Marketing: Management 
**Jeffrey Louis Lenhart, BA Des Moines 
Management: Business Administration 
*Diane Carol Lenz, BA Badger 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Lois Marie Leonard, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Michael Andrew Lichtenberger, BA Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
Christopher John Lilly, BA Cedar Falls 
Manage171ent: Business Administration 
Troy Raymond Lindaman, BA Shell Rock 
Business: Accounting 
Carrie Mae Lindstrom, BA Center City, MN 
Marketing: Sales 
Neal Gordon Livermore, BA Moville 
Business: Accounting 
Michael Richard Lockert, BA Shakopee, MO 
Marketing: Management 
Jeffrey Alan Lorenz, BA Davenport 
Business: Accounting 
Victoria Ann Madsen, BA Battle Creek 
Management: Finance 
Lynn Marie Maiers, BA Dubuque 
Business: Accounting 
**Mary Carol Maiers, BA Clarksville 
Business: Accounting 
Christopher Kent Markham, BA Charles City 
Office Information Systems 
*Kathleen Jane Martin, BA Marion 
Business: Accounting 
**Neil Alan Matthias, BA Waverly 
Business: Accoun1ing 
Todd Eugene McCombs, BA Des Moines 
Marketing: Management 
***Karen Louise McCreary, BA Tama 
Business: Accounting 
Christine Marie McDonald, BA Bettendorf 
Marketing: Sales 
Shelley Kay Meling, BA Marshalltown 
Marketing: Management 
**Stacie Lee Menning, BA Dubuque 
Business: Accounting 
Teresa Lynn Metheny, BA Ankeny 
Office Information Systems 
Daniel Joseph Meyer, BA Farley 
Business: Accounting 
Tracy Allen Meyer, BA Janesville 
Management: Finance 
Wendy LeeAnn Meyer, BA Aplington 
Office Information Systems 
Stephen Robert Mickelson, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
*Angela Kay Miller, BA Denison 
Business: Accounting 
Audrey L. Strawhorn Miller, BA Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
Beth Ann Miller, BA Oelwein 
Management: Business Administration 
**Lori Ann Miller, BA Omaha, NE 
Marketing: Management 
*Linda Jean Mitchell, BA Des Moines 
Marketing: Advertising 
Susan Jane Mitchell, BA Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
Peter Joseph Moldt, BA Davenport 
Management: Finance 
Michelle Marie Morse, BA Johnston 
Business: Accounting 
*Connie Joan Mueterthies, BA Lawler 
Marketing: Management 
Robert Eric Mullins, BA Center Point 
Management: Business Administration 
Yoshiko Murakami, BA ltami, Hyugo, Japan 
Management: Finance 
*Elizabeth Ann Murphy, BA Ida Grove 
Marketing: Advertising 
Kevin Mark Murray, BA Education Hudson 
Business: Teaching 
Mary Kaye Musser, BA Solon 
Office Information Systems 
Jeanette Kay Myers, BA Waukee 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
*Daniel Dean Neneman, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Jeffrey James Neubrand, BA LeMars 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Tammara Anne Nichols, BA Belmond 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
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Alaire E. Larson Nielsen, BA Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
Kathie Marie Nienhaus, BA Dubuque 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
**Rick John Noel, BA Dubuque 
Business: Accounting 
Nicholas David Nurse, BA Carroll 
Business: Accounting 
**Deanna Sue Oelmann-Roelfs, BA Ackley 
Management: Finance 
**Karen Jean Olson, BA Mitchell, SD 
Business: Accounting 
***Laura Marie Otting, BA Iowa Falls 
Business: Accounting and French 
Brenton L. Oxenreider, BA Boone 
Management: Finance 
**Dana Leanne Wade Oxley, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
Jamie Sue Patten, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
Douglas Jay Patterson, BA Cedar Falls 
Finance 
**Daniel Phillip Pavlovec, BA Fort Atkinson 
Business: Accounting 
Debra Sue Pearce, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration 
*Susan Lynne Pearson, BA Education Laurens 
Business: Teaching 
Sherry Marie Pederson, BA Badger 
Marketing: Management 
Nicholas Wade Petersen, BA Grand Mound 
Marketing: Management 
Ralyn Joyce Petersen, BA Denison 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Kevin John Pickhinke, BA Nemaha 
Business: Accounting 
Michael Dallas Piper, BA Ankeny 
Economics 
***Christine Ann Pittman, BA Eldridge 
Business: Accounting 
Kathryn Joyce Pitts, BA LeMars 
Management Information Systems 
James Patrick Pitz, BA Epworth 
Business: Accounting 
Susan Renee Plowman, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Management 
Sakchai Porntavornvitaya, 
BA Bangkok, Thailand 
Marketing: Management 
Wendy Kathryn Pursley, BA Webster City 
Marketing: Management 
**James Michael Randall, BA Ankeny 
Management: Finance and Biology: Plan Y 
Dwight Alan Reichter, BA Denison 
Management: Finance 
Michelle Renae Ritchie, BA Richland 
Marketing: Research 
Thomas James Roberts, BA Fort Dodge 
Business: Accounting 
Diane Marie Sanger Ronan, BA Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
Michael Dean Ross, BA Grundy Center 
Management: Finance 
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*Jeffrey Len Rummel, BA Masonville 
Business: Accounting 
Bruce John Rupp, BA Ida Grove 
Management: Finance 
*Donisue Rupp, BA Storm Lake 
Business: Accounting 
*Richard Paul Russell, BA Winner, SD 
Management: Finance 
Renee Marie Ryan, BA Sioux City 
Business: Accounting 
Sharon Jean Samec, BA Protivin 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Angela Louise Scallon, BA Education Ackley 
Business: Teaching 
Malissa J. Schildroth, BA Reinbeck 
Business: Accounting 
***Nancy J. Powell Schmeiser, BA Cedar Falls 
Office Information Systems 
Kenneth Philip Schmitz, BA Jesup 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
*Tamara /2.nn Schmitz, BA Jesup 
Business: Accounting 
*Timothy Ray Schramm, BA Pomeroy 
Management: Business Administration 
Scott Garhardt Schroeder, BA West Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
***Kelli Jo Welcher Schulz, BA Ottumwa 
Marketing: Entrepreneurship 
Frederick Edward Schutte, BA Postville 
Marketing: Advertising 
**Laura A. Sears, BA Waterloo 
Office Information Systems 
Jeffrey Stephan Sefzik, BA Peosta 
Business: Accounting 
David Michael Severson, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Sales 
Jerry Douglas Seydell, BA McCallsburg 
Management: Finance 
*Julie Ann Shackelford, BA Bedford, TX 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
**Julie Anne Shaffer, BA Des Moines 
Business: Accounting 
Jon Glen Shepherd, BA Des Moines 
Economics 
Robert Donald Sherwood, BA Oskaloosa 
Business: Accounting 
Amy Marie Smith, BA Winfield 
Business: Accounting 
Dana Michael Smith, BA Oelwein 
Management: Business Administration 
**Mark Douglas Smith, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Ronald Christopher Smith, BA Montrose 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Todd Robert Smith, BA West Des Moines 
Management: Business Administration 
Troy William Smith, BA Waterloo 
Marketing: Entrepreneurship 
Wendy Ann Smith, BA Sioux City 
Management Information Systems 
*Steven K. Snyder, BA Breda 
Business: Accounting 
Joel Lynn Soenksen, BA DeWitt 
Business: Accounting 
Cathy Ann Spurgeon, BA Shellsburg 
Business: Accounting 
*Brent Ray Stanley, BA Emmetsburg 
Business: Accounting 
**Annette Piper Stanton, BA Webster City 
Business: Accounting 
Glenn Allen Stanton, BA Muscatine 
Business: Accounting 
**Douglas Ronald Staudt, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Advertising 
Jeffrey Lee Stearns, BA Boone 
Marketing: Sales 
David Paul Stenberg, BA Ames 
Business: Accounting 
**Norman Ray Stocker, BA Albia 
Economics 
Lance Charles Stotts, BA Boone 
Business: Accounting 
Ellen Elizabeth Straate, BA Waukon 
Business: Accounting 
**Terry Leo Sullivan, BA Winthrop 
Business: Accounting 
Kevin John Swanson, BA Des Moines 
Management: Finance 
*Brian Charles Swartz, BA Ankeny 
Management: Business Administration 
Stephen James Swenson, BA Humboldt 
Business: Accounting 
*Scott David Swisher, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Cinda Rae Syhlman, BA West Union 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Angela Dawn Tade, BA Farmington 
Finance 
***Brian Paul Terhark, BA Corwith 
Marketing: Management 
Kent Andrew Terrillion Marshalltown 
Marketing: Advertising 
David Robert Thoe!, BA Manson 
Management: Business Administration 
**Vanessa Lynn Thomas, BA New London 
Marketing: Entrepreneurship 
Michael Joseph Tompkins, BA Montezuma 
Economics 
*Brenda Marie Trapp, BA Des Moines 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
Michael Allen Trembly, BA Indianola 
Business: Accounting 
**Dodi Marie Trimble, BA Fairbank 
Finance 
Timothy Scott Tryon, BA Ogden 
Business: Accounting 
Kristine Renee Van Cleave, BA Waterloo 
Office Information Systems 
Melissa Lyn Van Cleave, BA Newton 
Management: Personnel/Human Resources 
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Benjamin James Voaklander, BA Osage 
Business: Accounting 
Patricia Ann VonArb, BA Alton 
Business: Accounting 
Calvin Delner Voss, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
**Rebecca Jean Wadle, BA Indianola 
Business: Accounting 
Lori Ann Waggoner, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
Daniel Ray Wagner, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
David Boyd Wagner, BA Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales 
*Cristy Sue Wallace, BA Fontanelle 
Office Information Systems 
Steve Patrick Walsh, BA Bernard 
Business: Accounting 
David Jay Walters, BA Denison 
Management: Finance 
Dean Paul Walton, BA Waterloo 
Business: Accounting 
Suzanne Michelle Wauer, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Research 
***Meredith Lee Wedeking, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Business Administration and 
Psychology 
Kurt David Wedewer, BA New Vienna 
Management: Finance 
Robert Alan Weyhrauch, BA Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
**John Francis Wheeler, BA Anamosa 
Business: Accounting 
Jack Duane White, BA Carroll 
Business: Accounting 
Diane Marie Wichelmann, BA Davenport 
Business: Accounting 
*Rhonda Sue Wiebold, BA Amana 
Business: Accounting 
*Greg Roger Wiemers, BA Naperville, IL 
Business: Accounting 
Matthew Ronald Wiewel, BA Fort Dodge 
Management: Business Administration 
Jim Francis Wilgenbusch, BA Epworth 
Business: Accounting 
Shelley Jo Rudolph Williamson, BA Audubon 
Finance 
*Tammy Marie Winkler, BA Cedar Rapids 
Business: Accounting 
Daniel Lee Wisnousky, BA West Des Moines 
Marketing: Advertising 
Lori Ann Wright, BA Charles City 
Marketing: Management 
Christopher Kent Yarrow, BA Mason City 
Marketing: Management 
*Edwin Leonard Zoss, BA Cedar Falls 
Business: Accounting 
College of Education 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3. 75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
LuAnn Rose Ahlers, BA Education Remsen 
Elementary Education 
*Evan Edward Amdahl, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Physical Education: Coaching 
*Kristin Renee Andersen, 
BA Education Washington 
Elementary Education 
Gregory Scott Anderson, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Melody Dawn Anderson, BA Education Tama 
Elementary Education 
***Jennifer Lee Andregg, 
BA Education Guttenberg 
Elementary Education 
Cynthia Ann Bagenstos, 
BA Education LaPorte City 
Early Childhood Education 
*Debra Joan Shaffer Bass, BA Cedar Falls 
Community Recreation: Fitness 
**Sharon Zehnder Beach, 
BA Education Clear Lake 
Elementary Education 
Susanne Marie Becker, BA Education Lansing 
Elementary Education 
Cheryl Lynn Bentrott, BA Education Bennett 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jill Ann Bernholtz, BA Education Carroll 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
JoAnn E. Binzen, BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Thomas Edward Blume, BA Education Waverly 
Physical Education: Coaching 
*Jean Marie Boner, BA Education Lake City 
Elementary Education 
Pamela Jo Bonzer, BA Education Shell Rock 
Early Childhood Special Education 
Heather Lannae Bowers, 
BA Education Toddville 
Elementary Education 
Timothy Dean Bradley, BA Education Montrose 
Elementary Education 
Joan Bernice Brennan, BA Education LeMars 
Elementary Education 
Becky Anne Brown, BA Education Muscatine 
Physical Education: Aquatic 
Donald Lee Buckman, BA Education Camanche 
Physical Education - Elementary 
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Amy Rose French Burke, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Kimberly Ann Burn, BA Education Clinton 
Elementary Education 
* Andrea Lynn Madden Calhoun, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
*Deedee Jean Harbach Calow, 
BA Education Warren, 11 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Heidi Lynn Chelesvig, 
BA Education Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education 
Margaret Callahan Collins, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
*Lisa Ann Crandell, 
BA Education Grand Junction 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Cindy Lee Davis, BA Education Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
Leanne Marie Delagardelle, BA Gilbertville 
Community Health Education 
Joan Marie Donlan, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Elizabeth Jane Duax, BA Education Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Diana Kay Dumermuth, BA Education Fayette 
Elementary Education 
Kelly Shawn McLaughlin Edwards, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Karen Leah Espey, BA Education Clinton 
Elementary Education 
Sandra Kay Etringer, BA Education Jesup 
Early Childhood Education and Early Childhood 
Special Education 
Kevin William Fangman, 
BA Education Epworth 
Elementan; Education 
*Rebecca Ann Feltz, BA Education Osage 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Melissa Kay Fitzgerald, BA Education Elma 
Elementary Education 
Amy M. Hummel Foley, 
BA Education Urbandale 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Stephanie Marie Fossum, 
BA Education Waukon 
Elementary Education 
Kimberly Sue Freeman, 
BA Education Bettendorf 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
Jodi Ann Glasgow, BA Education Victor 
Elementary Education 
Jennifer Wrae Glenn, BA Education Olin 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Melanie Cheryl Glew, BA Education Delhi 
Elementary Education 
*Shelly Joe Goddard, BA Education Nashua 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Kimberly Sue Grabau, BA Education Ames 
ElementanJ Education 
**Kimberly Kay Eldridge Grandon, 
BA Education New Hartford 
ElementanJ Education 
*Mary Lynn Greif, BA Education Hiawatha 
Early Childhood Education and Elementan; 
Education 
Debra Renee Thompson Grimes, 
BA Education Wichita, KS 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Sara Lynn Marley Grimm, 
BA Education Charles City 
Elementary Education 
Patti D. Bohlen Hagen, BA Education Allison 
ElementanJ Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Patrick Donald Hansen, BA Education Newton 
Physical Education: Coaching 
*Julie Ann Harter, BA Education Dubuque 
ElementanJ Education 
Karen Jean Heit, BA Education New Hampton 
Elementary Education 
Colleen Mary Reiser Heitmann, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
*Rhoda Lynn Hellman, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
**Christina Heming, BA Education Bettendorf 
ElementanJ Education 
*Ann Colleen Hennigan, 
BA Education Washington 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jodi Lynn Henrich, BA Education Akron 
Elementary Education and Physical Education: 
Coaching 
**Ruth Ellen Henrichs, BA Education Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
Judith Louise Herfkens, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Physical Education: Coaching 
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***Mitzi Menster Hetherton, 
BA Education Davenport 
Elementary Education 
Laura Ann Hill, BA Education Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Mary Ann Holtz, BA Education Waverly 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
Sandra Kay Honn, BA Education Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
Marilyn Miller Hoskins, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Katherine Lynn Hough, BA Education Algona 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
***Jennifer Dru Howard, 
BA Education Bettendorf 
Elementary Education 
***Brenda Jo Hughes, 
BA Education Emmetsburg 
Elementary Education 
Catherine Diane Jessen, BA Education Exira 
Elementary Education 
Leah Joan Arends Johnson, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jacquelyn Leet Jones, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Elizabeth Sue Tatman-Junge, 
BA Education Keystone 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Joan Ronda Jurasek, 
BA Education Nora Springs 
ElementanJ Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jodi Jean Keast, BA Education Audubon 
Elementary Education 
Rebecca Sue Kelly, BA Education Burlington 
Elemen tanJ Education 
Lisa Renee Kloberdanz, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Lexy Lou Kness, BA Education Guthrie Center 
Elementary Education 
*Connie Jones 'Kramer, 
BA Education New Hampton 
ElementanJ Education 
Julie Ann Kramer, BA Pocahontas 
Community Health Education 
Georgia Anne Krieger, BA Des Moines 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Shelley Lynn Katzenburger Kroeger, 
BA Education Hampton, IL 
ElementanJ Education 
Kimberely Michelle Kuester, BA Cherokee 
Community Recreation: Youth Agency 
Administration and Community Recreation: 
Sports 
Teresa Ann Kutsch, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
Terri Lynn Latting, BA Education Grinnell 
Elementary Education 
Traci Ann Latting, BA Education Grinnell 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Sherri Ellis Lee, BA Waverly 
Therapeutic Recreation 
*Angella Marie Lochner, 
BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
Tamara Lynn Schluensen Luhring, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Lynne Marie Madden, BA Mason City 
Early Childhood Education 
**Deayrdra Kristine Marsh, 
BA Education Glenwood 
Elementary Education 
Brenda Kay McKibbin, BA Education Menlo 
Elementary Education 
Tracy Dean Mehmen, BA Education Nashua 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Tracie Anne Meske!, BA Education West Union 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Darin William Meyer, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Jennifer Kay Meyer, BA Education Algona 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Laura Kathryn Thorpe Meyers, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Brenda Joy Michels, BA Education Stanley 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Melissa Rae Mollenhauer, 
BA Education Atkins 
Elementary Education 
Linda Ann Moyna, BA Elkader 
Community Health Education 
*Catherine Lynn Murray, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
Amy Lynn Nauman, BA Education Cascade 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Cindy Raye Mingus Neipert, 
BA Education Evansdale 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
**Kari Louise Newgard, 
BA Education Charles City 
Elementary Education 
Melissa Ann Nicholls, BA Education Wellman 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Ann Mamet Nichols, BA Education Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
**Shirley Higby Nielsen, BA Cedar Falls . 
Community Health Education 
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Patty Denise Nitzke, BA Education Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
Amy Irene O'Bryon, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
*Karry Kristine Olsen, BA Education Cresco 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Stacey Jean Ostergaard, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
*Amy Jo Otting, BA Education Traer 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Julie Charlene Paarmann, BA Education DeWitt 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Donna K. Peiffer, BA Education Cascade 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Kimberly Dawn Chambliss Pelzer, 
BA Education Waverly 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Mary Kathleen Ragland, BA Education DeWitt 
Elementary Education 
John Christian Randles, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
*Robyn Lynn Richardson, 
BA Education McIntire 
Elementary Education 
Stacey Lynne Roberts, BA Education Adel 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Brenda Jill Robison, BA Education Brighton 
Early Childhood Education 
*Debra Ann Roe, BA Education Victor 
Elementary Education 
Sheri Lynn Stephas Rosacker, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Early Ch ildhood 
Education 
Carmen Elizabeth Rubner, 
BA Education Nemaha 
Physical Education: Coaching 
*Dawn Renee Russell, 
BA Education Marshalltown 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jamie M. Woolsey Russell, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
William Joseph Sadler, BA Education Cascade 
Physical Education: Coaching 
**Susan Renee Sandhoff, BA Education Schaller 
Elementary Education 
*Debra Sue Schmidt, BA Education Martelle 
Elementary Education 
**Sherri Ann Schmitt, BA West Union 
Therapeutic Recreation 
*James D. Schmolt, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
*LeeAnna Schoonover, BA Education Waverly 
Elementary Education 
Renee Diahn Schwab, BA Pierre, SD 
Community Recreation: Sports 
*Kristin Marie Scoles, 
BA Education Laurinburg, NC 
Elementary Education 
**Kelly Ann Sercu, BA Education Clinton 
Elementary Education 
Stan Robert Shollenbarger, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
Molly Maureen Sillman, 
BA Education Wellsburg 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Mary Ann Marie Sjoblom, 
BA Education Grand Junction 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Lisa Louise Skaggs, 
BA Education Marshalltown 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jennifer Ann Smith, BA Education Denver 
Elementary Education 
*Tammy Marie Smith, BA Education Elma 
Elementary Education 
Paula Kay Sovereign, BA Education Cresco 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Kristin Kaye Spake, BA Education Cedar Falls 
ElementanJ Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Jill Elizabeth Speck, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
*Melanie Ann Stake, BA Education Freeport, IL 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**Deanne Elizabeth Starman, 
BA Education Carroll 
Elementary Education 
*Deena Michelle Staton, BA Education Lytton 
ElementanJ Education 
*Jennifer Lynn Sternberg, 
BA Education Newton 
Early Childhood - Special Education 
Kimberly Kay Stewart, BA Lisbon 
Community Recreation: Youth Agency 
Administration and Community Recreation 
Fitness 
Michelle Sue Stirling, BA Clarksville 
CommunihJ Health Education 
Nancy Lynn Stueven, BA Education George 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Beth Coleen Sullivan, BA Davenport 
Community Health Education 
*Linda Lou Sullivan, 
BA Education New Hampton 
Elementary Education 
Patrick Christopher Swan, 
BA Education Dubuque 
Physical Education: Coaching 
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Joanne K. Taylor, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
***Teresa Lynn Taylor, 
BA Education Montezuma 
Elef!lentary Education 
Marcia Joan Tibbals, 
BA Education Lime Springs 
Elementary Education 
**Kimberly Lynn Tisue, BA Education Sumner 
Elementary Education 
*Jennifer Susan Troy, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
Jane Ann Vorwald, BA Education Fairbank 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Marlene Marie Weber, BA Education Bernard 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Roderick Marc Weinschenk, BA Independence 
Community Recreation: Art and Community 
Recreation: Youth Agency Administration 
Lori Kae Welch, BA Education McGregor 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
DeAnn Lynn Werth, BA Clarinda 
Community Health Education 
Jeanna Ranae Wilbur, BA Education Spencer 
Elementary Education 
*Teresa Ann Wilkins, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Tami Sanks Williams, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Stephen Neil Williamson, 
BA Education Audubon 
Elementary Education 
Michele Rae Brown Wilson, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
Jill Renea Woods, BA Mount Vernon 
Community Health Education 
Kimberlee Ann Woods, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*Bethanie Leigh Wright, 
BA Education New Hampton 
Elementary Education 
*Kimberlee Ann Wyant, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
Jonna Lyn Yearous, BA Education Sumner 
Elementary Education 
Amy Lynn Young, BA Education Decorah 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 




College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Kelly Wade Anderson, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Radio Television-Management 
***Kristin Lee Anderson, BA Redlands, CA 
English and Sociology 
*Elizabeth Ann Arend, BA Algona 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Lynn Marie Arnold, BA Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Public Relations 
Kevin Phillip Auld, BA Oskaloosa 
Communication/Public Relations 
Gina Linn Ayres, BA Davenport 
French 
*Melissa Jean Rohrbaugh Bacher, 
BA Des Moines 
German 
Alec Guy Badger, BA Des Moines 
Communication/Public Relations 
*George Stevens Bagnall, BA Davenport 
English 
Brian E. Bartemes, BA Des Moines 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
***Lisa Battani-Belknap, BA Johnston 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
Gina Renee Becker, BA Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 
Ann Elaine Berry, BFA Cedar Falls 
Art 
Normand Daniel Bogunia, BA Elkhart, IN 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performa nee 
*Douglas Allan Boots, BA Marion 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
*Mark Alan Bosveld, BA Dubugue 
Theatre Arts: General 
Diane D. Cobler Botton, BA Cedar Falls 
English 
Darrell Ray Bower, BA Center Point 
Art 
Amir Joseph Bozorgzadeh, BA Independence 
Art 
Steven John Breitbach, BA Dubugue 
Communication/Radio Television: Broadcast 
Journalism 
Carrie Alisa Brown, BA Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Public Relations 




John David Bunge, BA Osage 
Communication/Public Relations 
Sandra Kathleen Carter, BA Education Britt 
English 
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Christine Marie Chickering, BA Urbandale 
English 
Scott Allan Childers, BA Humboldt 
English 
Christin Marie Clarey, BA Denison 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
Jay Victor Clark, BA Education West Liberty 
Spanish 
Matthew Kenneth Clark, BA Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 
Sara Terese Conway, BA New Hampton 
Speech-wnguage Pat/wlogtJ 
Daniel Philip Cook, BA Robins 
Communication/Public Relations 
Michael James Dankert, 
BA Education Cedar Rapids 
German 
Robert Eugene Davison, 
BA Education Waterloo 
Art 
*Mary Margaret DeCoster, BA Davenport 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
*Dawn Marie DeGreve, BA Bettendorf 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
Rino Christopher Dellavedova, 
BA Education Albia 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Shawn Renee Donahoe, BA Fort Dodge 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Stephanie Rae Downes, BA Fredericksburg 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Julie Kristine Duke, BA MarshaUtown 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
Rick Alan Dumler, BA Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Mary Ann Durbala, BA Des Moines 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/ Performa nee 
Dawn Marie Dyer, BA Cedar Rapids 
Spanish and Marketing: Advertising 
Mildred Anne Clark Edwards, BA Parkersburg 
English 
Tomoko Egawa, BA Saiki Oita, Japan 
English Linguistics 
*Peter Charles Else, BMus Des Moines 
Performance 
***Gregory Alan Etherington, 
BA Education Council Bluffs 
French 
Nathan Robert Feldick, BA 
Communication/Public Relations 
Storm Lake 
Monittia Fisher, BA Merrillville, IN 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/ Performance 
Sharon June Fulster, BA Gladbrook 
Communication/Public Relations 
Darren Ray Garrett, BA Montour 
Communication/Public Relations 
Troy Reynold Gehlsen, BA Denison 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
LaRee Lynn Gilster, BA Education LeMars 
French 
Kristin Ann Goforth, BA Lakewood, CO 
English 
Jacqueline Rhea Goodsell, BA Denver 
Spanish 
Nina Neel Gower, BA Charles City 
Art 
Joseph Michael Granzow, BA 
Music 
***Gregory Eugene Greve, 
BA Education 
English 





Suzanne Marie Guinn, BA Newton 
English 
Dennis Barry Haire, Jr., BA Glenwood 
English 
John Eric Hanson, BA LaPorte City 
Music 
Rebecca Sue Hayungs, BMus Holland 
Music Education: Choral 
Shari Ann Herlein, BA Muscatine 
English and History 
Jill Ann Hermann-Young, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
English 
**Carmel J. Schoenfelder Hines, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Public Relations 
***Deborah Lyn Hoepner, BA Davenport 
English 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Leadership Theories and 
Practices to Strengthen Student Activities: A 
Case Study of the English Club 
***Marvin David Hoffland, BA 
German 
Kelly Nicholas Homan, BFA 
Art 
Janelle Christine Husmann, BA 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Sean Roe Hylton, BA 
English 







Laura Deanne Jebe, BA Waverly 
Spanish 
Joan Marie Jergens, BA Humboldt 
Communication/Public Relations 
Bruce Wade Johnson, BA Grinnell 
Communication/Radio Television-Management 
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Curtis Edward Johnson, BA Marion 
Communication/Public Relations 
Kristena Rae Scott Johnson, 
BA Education Allison 
English 
Michael James Kabela, BA Solon 
Communication/Public Relations 
Kristina Lynn Kavadas, BA Ankeny 
Communication/Public Relations 
William Hudson Kealey, BA Eldridge 
Theatre Arts: General 
*Elaine Marie Kehoe, BA Education Monticello 
English 
Dustin Jay Kemp, BA Danville 
Art 
Anita Eileen Ellis Keve, BA Cedar Falls 
English 
Kay Lynne Huff King, BA Education Amana 
English 
Timothy John King, BA Des Moines 
Philosophy and Religion 
Diane Rose Kirsch, BA Bode 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Deborah Sue Kirschbaum, BA Ankeny 
Communication/Public Relations 
Mary Lynn Klemm, BMus Algona 
Music Education: Instrumental 
Michael Paul Kockler, BA Pleasantville 
Communication/Public Relations 
Michelle Kay Koons, BA New Hampton 
English 
*Steffany Lynn Kreimeyer, BFA Ankeny 
Art 
Lisa Michelle Lanier, BA Bettendorf 
Speech-Language Pathology 
***Tracy Lynn Lesan, BA Kellerton 
Philosophy and Religion 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: The High Priesthood of 
Jesus In The Book of Hebrews 
Deanna Kay Lowary, BA Urbandale 
Art 
Sarah Kay Lutkenhaus, BA Cedar Rapids 
English 
Lesa Ann Mayor, BA Des Moines 
Speech-Language Pathology and Psychology 
Tim Joseph McClain, BA Cedar Falls 
Philosophy and Religion 
Julie Loree Merical, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Public Relations 
Shelly Kay Metcalf, BA Cedar Falls 
German 
*Luanne Rose Mienke-Kinyon, BA Bettendorf 
English 
Brenda Rae Miller, BA Ackley 
Communication/Public Relations 
*Cassandra Joe Meier Miller, BMus Cedar Falls 
Music Education: Choral 
**Patricia A. Otto Miller, 
BA Education Storm Lake 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
* Amy Suzanne Mock, BA Education Marion 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
wnguages/Spanish 
Kristine Ann Molloy, BA Education Conrad 
Art 
Kevin Anthony Moore, BA Davenport 
Art 
**Lisa Marie Mullins, BA Cherokee 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
*Michele Lee Neagle, BA Center Point 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
Marlys Ann Nekola, BA Toledo 
English 
Deborah Lynn Nelsen, BA Adel 
Spanish and Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other wnguages 
Geraldine Ann Nelson, BA Ottumwa 
Theatre Arts: General 
Kelli Sue Newbold, BA Moberly, MO 
Communication/Public Relations 
Lori Ann Nichols, BA Evansdale 
Art 
Rebecca Hope Nichols, BA Waterloo 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/ Performance 
Richard Eugene Nielsen, BA Waterloo 
Art 
Sandy Eugene Nordahl, BA Waterloo 
Music 
Michelle Renee Olberding, 
BA Education Lake City 
English 
*Chad Ryan O'Neall, BA Pocahontas 
English 
**Sara Jo Otting, BA Traer 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
Joy Lynnette Paulson, BA Waverly 
Communication/Public Relations 
Annette Margaret Paustian, BA Gladbrook 
Communication/Public Relations 
Dennis Lee Pedersen, BA Cedar Falls 
Art 
Robb Joseph Pentico, BA Cedar Rapids 
Art 
*Patricia Sue Phelps, BA Mount Pleasant 
English 
Joan Marie Philgreen, BMus Cedar Falls 
Music Education: Instrumental 
*Jody Kay Ploeger, BMus Spirit Lake 
Music Education: Elementary/General 
* Andrea Lynn Pruessner, BA Rockford 
English 
Erin Marie Reed, BA Fort Dodge 
Communication/Public Relations 
Sarah Louise Reid, BA Education Tama 
English 
Shannon Denise Rial, BA Fort Dodge 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
Dana Lynn Ries, BA Dubuque 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
*Sarah Amy Robinson, BMus Everly 
Music Education: Instrumental 
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**Patrick Emanuel Roddy, BA Davenport 
Art 
***Karla Kay Ruden, BA Marcus 
English and Psychology 
William Matthew Ryan, BA Cedar Falls 
Communication/Radio Television: 
Production/Performance 
Leticia Ann Sanchez, BA Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
Christopher Joseph Sand, 
BA Education Dubuque 
French 
Jodi Christine Sanders, BA Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
Victoria Marie Sanders, BA Tama 
Art 
*Angela Jean Sansgard, BMus Charles City 
Performance 
**Marcia Sue Schneiter, BA Monticello 
English 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: The Basil and Josephine 
Stories: Fitzgerald's Incompatible Worlds 
Daniel Charles Schoening, BMus Council Bluffs 
Music Education: Instrumental 
**Debra Danielson Seebeck, BA 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 





BA Education West Des Moines 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Carolyn Ann North Sherwood, BA Clinton 
Music 
*Lisa Jo Smith, BA Cedar Falls 
English 
**Melanie Kay Spratte, BA Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Public Relations 
Jodi Rae Stephenson, BA Springville 
Communication/Public Relations 
Elizabeth A. Lee Stern, BFA Mason City 
Art 
Nicholas Aaron Stewart, BFA Lawrence, KS 
Art 
Gayle Annette Stockberger, 
BA Education Geneva 
Art 
***Darci Lynn Sturtz, BA Maquoketa 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
*Hyunjah Suh, BA Seoul, Korea 
Art 
Eva Marie Surma, BA Education Doon 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
**Michele Marie Thurn, BA Edgewood 
Communication/Public Relations 
Stacey Lynn Timmerman, BA Eldridge 
Music 
**John Charles Toomey, BA Cedar Falls 
German 
**Julie Ann Trost, BA Waterloo 
Speech-wnguage Pathology 
**Diane Kay Tweeten, BA Education Forest City 
English 
James William Van Manen, *Teresa Lynn Westphal, BMus Ames 
BA Education Waterloo Music Education: Instrumental 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages David James Whittlesey, BA Cedar Falls 
Darrin Mark Vonstein, BA Bondurant Communication/Public Relations 
Humanities ***Sally Nelson Wiedmann, BA Charles City 
Jeffrey David Waldorf, BA Education Ackley Philosophy and Religion 
English Philip Todd Wise, BA Keokuk 
Shannon Marie Wallace, BA Stuart Communication/Radio Television: 
Communication/Public Relations Production/Performance 
Cathleen Mavis Watters, BA P~rkersburg Stephanie L. Witt, BA Bettendorf 
Communication and Theatre Arts Speech-Language Pathology 
Jana Rae Weddell, BA Boone Jamie Sue Worthington, BA Pleasantville 
Communication/Public Relations English 
*Shari Lyn Westercamp, *David Dalton Yeoman, BA Marion • 
BA Education Oskaloosa Communication/Public Relations 
English 
College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Sean Louis Alexander, BT Cedar Falls 
Manufacturing Technology: Production 
Dennis Wayne Anderson, BT Bettendorf 
Construction Technology 
*Ellen Kay Anderson, BS Cedar Falls 
Chemistry 
Lori Anne Arends, BA LuVerne 
Science 
Greg Louis Ash, BT Ankeny 
Energy and Power Technology 
**Brian Raymond Bacher, BS Des Moines 
Physics 
Mark Lyle Bare, BT Cedar Falls 
Construction 
Kenneth D. Belzer, BA Des Moines 
Computer Information Systems 
David Richard Berg, BA Cedar Falls 
Science 
Pierre Urge! Bernard, BA Webster City 
Science 
Kevin Lee Berns, BA Garnavillo 
Computer Information Systems 
**Brian Myrl Blomker, BA Education Cedar Falls 
Technology Education 
**Steven Paul Blum, BT Panama 
Energy and Power Technology 
*Jacqueline Sue Bohr, BA Castalia 
Computer Information Systems 
David Patrick Bonde, BA Education Newell 
Technology Education 
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Randall Wayne Bower, BA Indianola 
Computer Science 
**James Patrick Burke, BA Anamosa 
Biology: Plan Y 
**Robert Royce Busch, BA Education Janesville 
Technology Education 
*John William Cantalupo, BS Cedar Falls 
Physics 
Wilson Kwok Fung Cheung, 
BA Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Computer Science 
Douglas Steven Christensen, 
BA Education Dubuque 
All Sciences 
Douglas Theron Classen, BA Burlington 
Chemistry 
Richard Char Gausman, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
Jeffrey Allan Clements, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Technology Education 
*David Joel Cleveland, BA Education Belmond 
Biology 
Vicki Ann Dalton, BA Cedar Falls 
Mathematics A 
Robby Lane Davis, BA Malvern 
Science: Environmental Planning 
Randal Paul Deutmeyer, BA Dyersville 
Computer Science and Mathematics for Modeling 
(Plan B) 
Erinn Marie Dooley, BA Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Plan X 
Thomas F. Duccini, BA Elgin 
Manufacturing Technology: Production 
**Donald Joseph Dunnwald, BA Waterloo 
Computer Science 
Laura R. Simons Eiklenborg, 
BA Education Shell Rock 
Mathematics 
***Richard Allen Emery, BT Oelwein 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
***Jennifer Lynn Evitts, BA Dubuque 
Biology: Plan Y 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Assessing Joint Mobility 
of the Lower Extremities When Walking in 
Water Through the Use of Motion Analysis 
*Tammy Ann Freed, BA Sioux City 
Computer Science 
Keri Lynn Freshour, BA Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Plan Y 
Melanie Anne Galvan, 
BA Arlington Heights, IL 
Computer Science 
Jeffrey Lynn Gardner, BA Dysart 
Industry 
*Leslie Ann Grannis, BA Marion 
Biology: Play Y 
Rachelle Annette Guge, BA Education Rowley 
Mathematics 
Steven Paul Gunhus, BA Waterloo 
Industry 
*Ruth Esther Uhlig Gustafson, BA Cedar Falls 
Mathematics for Modeling (Plan B) 
Shawn Alan Hagedorn, BT Cedar Falls 
Manufacturing Technology: Production 
Bernard John Handfelt, BA Waterloo 
Industry 
Joel Ray Hartman, BT Hiawatha 
Energy and Power Technology 
Mark John Hasek, BT Reinbeck 
Construction Technology 
Susan Stirlen Haskin, BA Cedar Falls 
Chemistry 
*Mark Alan Hastings, BA Education Lovilia 
Earth Science and Science 
Mark Robert Haviland, BA Ames 
Computer Science 
Andrew Roger Hazen, BT . Waterloo 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
Dianne R. Tidrick Heath, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
Michael Glen Heitmann, BA Williamsburg 
Graphic Communication 
David Leonard Hirsch, 
BA Education Dunkerton 
Earth Science 
Richard C. Hlubek, BA Ridgeway 
Industry 
***Gary W. Hoogeveen, BS Sheldon 
Physics 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Photoelectric Photometry 
Of A Variable Star: The Search For The 
Elusive Period of P Cygni 25 
*Douglas Kent Hundley, BA 
Industry 
Timothy John Iverson, BA 
Mathematics A 
*Donna Elaine James, BA 
Computer Science 
*Todd Michael Juhlin, BA 
Biology: Plan Y 
Karla Sue Kach, BA 
Biotechnology 







Applied Physics and Mathematics A 
Michael Kevin Kilkenny, BA 
Science 




Norbert Paul Koenigsfeld, BA New Hampton 
Chemistry 
Lori Sue Kratoska, BA 
Computer Information Systems 
Bradley William Laipple, BA 
Mathematics C 
Shery Kay Leary, BA 
Computer Science 
Gregory Charles LeBar, BT 
Energy and Power Technology 
**Robert Dean Lewis, BS 
Geology 
Michael Lance Llewellyn, BA 
Industry 
*Dale Howard Masters, BS 
Biology 
**Michael Anders Mather, BA 
Natural History Interpretation 












Gary Dean Meldrem, BA Education Belmond 
Technology Education 
David Paul Melz, BA Waterloo 
Graphic Communication 
*Courtney Alan Messingham, BT . Waterloo 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
Dean Alan Miller, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Information Systems 
**Joyce Sue Noltensmeier Morrow, 
BA Education Reinbeck 
Junior High School Science 
*Robert Arthur Munson, 
BA Education New Hampton 
All Sciences 
Timothy Alan Murphy, BA 
Physics 
**Takashi Nakamura, BS 
Physics 
Kirk Francis Ney, BA 
Physics 
Russell Aloys Nurre, BA 
Industry 
Sara Jane Oberbroeckling, BA 
Chemistry - Marketing 








Troy Alan Pals, BA Education Cedar Falls 
Mathematics 
Steven Peitler, BA Scottsdale, AZ 
Science 
Ward Alan Phifer, BT Monroe 
Construction Technology 
Lora Ann Pick, BA Education Remsen 
All Sciences 
Douglas Eugene Piehl, BA Cedar Falls 
Science 
Curtis Earl Pike, BT Ames 
Construction 
***James Weaver Platte, BA Cedar Falls 
Earth Science 
Jean Lynne Poitevin, BA Waterloo 
Science and Computer Information Systems 
Daniel A. Pond, BT Waterloo 
Energy and Power Technology 
Todd William Price, BA Denver 
Natural History Interpretation 
***Kristine Ann Rehkopf, BA Belmond 
Biology: Plan X 
*Timothy Todd Reis, BA Greenfield 
Chemistry 
Daniel Dean Rhoades, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
*Sean Gates Riley, BA Waterloo 
Science: Environment Planning 
Elizabeth Ann Rome, BA Bettendorf 
Computer Information Systems 
Steven Patrick Rose, BA Mason City 
General Industry and Technology 
Jeffery K. Rudish, BA Marion 
Construction Technology 
**Lisa Jean Russ, BA Delhi 
Chemistry and Biology: Plan Y 
Brian James Sabers, BA Dubuque 
Industry 
**Cindy Sue Samuelson, BA Sac City 
Chemistry - Marketing 
Jennifer Susan Schantz, BA Red Oak 
Computer Information Systems 
Eric J. Schmadeke, BT Waterloo 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
Steven J. Schmelzer, BA Garnavillo 
Science 
*Dale Richard Schneider, BA Education Ankeny 
Technology Education 
Connie Elizabeth Vinton Schoepske, 
BA Education Evansdale 
Biology 
*Steven Ray Shelangoski, BA Education Lincoln 
Mathematics 
Scott Alan Smith, BA Education Ferguson 
Mathematics 
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***Dianne Lynne Spinner, BA 
Biology: Plan Y 




Jeffrey Scott Stewart, BA Altoona 
Science • 
Matthew John Stoeckel, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
Bryan John Stow, BT Marion 
Manufacturing Technology: Mechanical Design 
David Lee Swain, BA Paullina 
Industry 
**Linda Jean Tedore, 
BA Education LaPorte City 
Mathematics 
Kelly J. Thompson, BA Greene 
Chemistry and Physics 
**Gregory Scott Thorson, BA Humboldt 
Biology: Plan X 
Tony Allen Toye, BA Osage 
Science 
Scott M. Urbatsch, BA Bettendorf 
Computer Information Systems 
**Donald F. Van Duyn, BT Cedar Falls 
Construction 
Jill Marie Van Hoosier, BA Bettendorf 
Biology: Plan Y 
*Randina Marie Van Lent, BA Mason City 
Mathematics for Modeling (Plan B) 
Joel Martin Van Roekel, BA Ottumwa 
Biology: Plan X 
**Kristin Leigh Van Rees, BA Des Moines 
Biology: Plan X 
**Jay Alan Venenga, BA Holland 
Computer Science 
***Paul G. Wenthold, BS Ossian 
Chemistry 
Brian Michael Weseman, BA Anamosa 
Computer Science 
*Gregory Alan Wiebenga, 
BA Education Thornton 
Technology Education 
Julie Ann Wiese, BA Bennett 
Science: Medical Technology 
Karen Marie Willard, BT Waterloo 
Manufacturing Technology: Production 
Deborah Ann Wilson, BA Vinton 
Biotechnology 
*Ross A. Witt, BT Reinbeck 
Energy and Power Technology 
**James Edward ~i,nmerman, BA Durango 
Mathematics for Modeling (Plan B) and 
Computer Science 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Overview Of Artificial 
Intelligence With A Discussion On Gaming 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
Kristena Marie Aasberg, BA 
Criminology 
Hudson 
*Katherine Ann Adler, BA 
Psychology 
Des Moines 
Robert Dean Allen, BA 
Psychology and Social Work 




Susan M. Demuth Ambrose, BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing and Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Kelly Lynn Arends, BA Alexander 
Social Work 
Sue Ann Arling, BA Dubuque 
Public Administration: Public Services 
James Murray Arntzen, BA Cedar Rapids 
Political Science 
***Eric Neil Atherton, BA Sumner 
Psychology and English 
Coleen Louise Babe, BA Denison 
Home Economics in Business: Food and 
Nutrition: Business 
Julie Marie Baker, BA Newton 
Home Economics: Design and Human 
Environment: Art 
*Todd Bradley Bales, BA Education Cedar Falls 
History 
*Susanna Leigh Bartel, BA Nora Springs 
Sociology 
Christine Marie Batterson, 
BA Education Oelwein 
Social Science 
Jody E. Baxter, BA Education Charles City 
History 
Mary Kay Behan, BA Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics: Dietetics 
Janice R. Casteel Bennett, BA Lisbon 
Sociology 
Pamela Pell Bierbrodt, BA Osage 
Social Work 
Angela Marie Bildstein, BA Cedar Falls 
Criminology 
Bambi Lynn Blaess, BA Camanche 
Political Science and Criminology 
**Lisa Gaye Beckley Blair, BA Eagle Grove 
Social Work 
Mark Andrew Block, BA Fort Dodge 
Psychology 
**Melanie Anne Bohr, BA Education Cedar Falls 
Home Economics: Vocational 




***David Lane Bristow, BA Urbandale 
Psychology 
Anne Marie Brown, BA Bellingham, WA 
American Studies 
Kevin Robert Bundy, 
BA Education Independence 
History 
Stephanie Ann Burger, BA Waterloo 
Social Work 
Lori R. Burke, BA Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
Robert James Capelle, BA Waterloo 
Criminology 
*Deborah Lee Carstensen, BA McCausland 
Social Work 
Brian James Case, BA Sioux City 
History 
Pamela Lynn Clark, BA Dundee, IL 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Douglas Karl Condon, BA Waterloo 
Public Administration: Public Law 
James Jay Cowan, BA Algona 
Psychology 
**Matthew C. Cowell, BA Waterloo 
Political Science 
Steven P Curry, BA Des Moines 
History 
Darcie Lyne Danley, BA Des Moines 
Public Administration: Public Services 
Pamela Gail Daughrity, BA West Des Moines 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Jill Joanne Davis, BA Stockton, CA 
Social Work 
Parnell Bradford Davis, BA Moline, IL 
Psychology 
Paula Sue DePenning, BA Des Moines 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Rebecca Sue Despenas, BA Mason City 
Psychology 
*Sandra Jean Dimmer, BA Dubuque 
Social Work 
**John Matthew Dose, BA Waverly 
Psychology 
Cheryl Lyn Dreyer, BA Ames 
Psychology 
Todd Kent Duncan, BA West Des Moines 
Criminology and Psychology 
Wendy Sue Dunn, BA Education Mason City 
Social Science 
Robbin Renae Eckert, BA 
Social Work 
Timothy James Edwards, 
BA Education 
Political Science and History 
Scott Hartman Engleman, BA 
Criminology 
Norman Walter Erickson, Jr. , BA 
Social Work 





BA Education Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics: Vocational 
Chad N. Fagervik, BA Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Lea Anne Jensen Fagervik, BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Susan Marie Feekin, BA Marion 
Home Economics: Design and Human 
Environment: Business 
Diane Marie Finke, BA Coralville 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing r.nd 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
David Allan Fisher, BA Riceville 
History 
Elizabeth Rose Flaherty, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Tracey Ann Foster, BA 
Social Work 
Cedar Falls 
***Tony Arnold Foy, BA Britt 
Criminology and Sociology 
**Martha Detwiler Friest, BA Osage 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Debra Rae Gaedke, BA Irvington 
Social Work 
**Douglas Edward Gentry, BA Council Bluffs 
Criminology 
Julie Elizabeth George, BA West Des Moines 
Home Economics: Design and Human 
Environment: Art 
**David John Gibson, BA Cedar Falls 
Anthropology 
Tovey La-Marek Goynes, BA Omaha, NE 
Psychology 
***Matthew Bruce Green, BA Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Douglas Paul Grout, BA Mason City 
Public Administration: State and Community 
Planning 
Lisa Lynn Guest, BA Education Ottumwa 
Sociology 
*Kelly Jo Elizabeth Hannan, BA Denver 
Social Work 
Lance Eugene Hanson, BA 
Political Science 
Dubuque 
***Sheree D. Oelmann Harken, BA Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Kimberly Sue Hart,. BA Vinton 
Criminology 
**Gary Mark Hauser, BA Rock Valley 
Public Administration: General Administration 
**Aaron K. Hawbaker, BA Urbandale 
Political Science 
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***Christine Elizabeth Hawes, BA Mason City 
Political Science 
*Jim Bernhart Henricksen, 
BA Education 
Social Science 
Patrick John Henry, 13A 
Criminology and Psychology 
**Robert Bruce Hensley, 
BA Education 
Psychology 
*Kurt Russell Hermsen, BA 
Criminology 







Julie Marie Hoffman, BA Carroll 
Home Economics: Dietetics 
Valerie Lea Honohan, BA Education Iowa City 
History 
**John Conroy Howes, BA DeWitt 
Psychology 
*Carmen Schreiber Huber, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics: Family Services 
Russell H . Huffman, BA Waverly 
Political Science 
Sandra Kathleen Jackson, BA Ventura 
Social Work 
***Daniel Mark Janssen, BA Waverly 
Political Science 
*Keith Todd Jones, BA Garnavillo 
Psychology 
***Dana Ann Kauzlarich, 
BA Education Rockwell 
Social Science 
Kristine Michelle Kimes, BA Ankeny 
Psychology 
***Aimee Grace Kingery, BA Newton 
Home Economics: Family Services 
*Kenny Martin Klauer, BA Tipton 
Psychology 
Joseph Patrick Knoer, BA Education Milo 
Social Science 
Andrew Thomas Knox, BA Bettendorf 
History 
Sheryl Marie Knudsen, BA Coulter 
Social Work 
Sheldon Joseph Kohls, BA Waterloo 
Social Work 
***Karen Marie Koster, BA Carroll 
Public Administration: Public Personnel 
Scott Lee Krebsbach, BA Orchard 
Political Science 
Thomas James Kremer, BA Waterloo 
Psychology · 
Shelli Sue Lambertz, BA Wall Lake 
Design and Human Environment: Behavioral 
Sciences 
***Joan Louise Larsen, BA Urbandale 
Political Science and Spanish 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Europe or the Regions: 
An Examination of Macro- and Micro-
Nationalism in Spain 
Lori Anne Lee, BA Knoxville 
Social Work 
*Stephanie Caroline Koschmeder Lee, 
BA Readlyn 
Social Work 
*Kelly Jo Liestman, BA 
Social Work 
*Peggy Louise Linden, BA 
Social Work 
Kevin R. Litterer, BA Education 
Social Science 
Toni Lee Mabie, BA 
Psychology 
Kenneth D. Macklin, BA 
Criminology 
* Anthony William Malven, 
BA Education 
Social Science 
*Albert C. Manning, Jr., BA 
Social Work 
Dean Charles Marchand, BA 
Criminology 
Michelle C. Marks, BA 
Psychology 












***Sherri Lou Mathis, BA Cedar Falls 
Public Administration: General Administration 
Martin Patrick McCarthy, BA West Des Moines 
Psychology 
Kenton Jay McCowen, BA Coin 
Psychology 
Sue Ann McDonell, BA Monticello 
Social Work 
**Christine Lynn McDonnell, BA Davenport 
Social Work 
***Bradley D. McDowell, BA Urbandale 
Psychology 
Kristine Lee McIntire, BA Mount Prospect, IL 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Danny Lee McWilliams, BA Des Moines 
Political Science 
Jason Daniel Meredith, BA Grinnell 
Political Science 
Todd Wayne Meyerhoff, BA Waterloo 
Criminology and Sociology 
David Gene Meyne, BA Oelwein 
Geography 
Jennifer McTaggart Miller, 
BA Education Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Todd Dale Moomaw, BA Education Colfax 
History 
Amy S. Morris, BA Dubuque 
Social Work 
Teresa Lynn Navara, BA Marshalltown 
Anthropology 
Shelley Nicole Neville, BA Anamosa 
Psychology and Management: Personnel/Human 
Resources 
Susan Lanae Nold, BA Waterloo 
Psychology 
Amy Marie Nygaard, BA Spencer 
Social Work 
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Mary Elizabeth Oakes, BA 
Social Work 
Davenport 
Lynn Irene Oberreuter, BA Danbury 
Home Economics in Business: Food and 
Nutrition: Business 
Christopher Paul Olmstead, BA Cedar Falls 
History 
Patrick James Patterson, BA Cedar Falls 
History 
Suzette Lorene Paustian, BA Gladbrook 
Psychology 
John Joseph Perkins, BA Mystic 
Political Science 
**Barbara S. Petersen, BA Des Moines 
Political Science 
Debra Jane Peterson, BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics: Design and Human 
Environment: Business 
Timothy Alan Pezzetti, 
BA Education Des Moines 
Social Science 
Shawn David Popp, BA Evansdale 
Criminology 
*Sharla Ranae Putze, BA West Bend 
Home Economics: Dietetics 
*John Jeffery Rankin, BA 'New Hampton 
Psychology 
Sheryl Rae Redenius, BA Education Britt 
Home Economics: Vocational 
Kristin Sue Reeve, BA Denison 
History 
Lori L. Reihsen, BA Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Jody Marie Rieniets, BA Dubuque 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Alan Douglass Robison, BA Oxford 
History 
Christopher John Rolwes, BA Education Farley 
History 
Krista Kay Ronsiek, BA Des Moines 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Mark John Rossin, BA Waterloo 
Criminology 
Wade Alan Round, BA Cedar Falls 
History 
***Lori Ann Rozenberg, BA Newton 
Psychology 
**James Edward Rutkowski, BA Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
Tracy Lynn Samson, BA Ames 
Psychology 
Todd Patrick Savage, BA Marshalltown 
Criminology and Sociology 
James Condon Schaefer, BA Waterloo 
Political Science 
* Abigail Louise Schellberg, BA Mount Vernon 
Psychology 
***Mary Kay Schmidt, BA Spencer 
History 
Scott Alan Schuch, BA Central City 
Psychology 
***Ken G. Schuler, BA Waverly 
Political Science 
Clem Benedict Schulte, BA Harpers Ferry 
Political Science and Public Administration: State 
and Community Planning 
*Lori Ann Schwarzkopf, BA Breda 
Criminology 
Stephanie Gae Severson, BA Strawberry Point 
Criminology and Sociology 
*Ann Frances Shindelar, BA Fort Atkinson 
Home Economics in Business: Food and 
Nutrition: Business 
Christine Ann Simmons, BA Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
Tyler Pete Sisco, BA Iowa Falls 
History 
Mark Robert Snater, BA Cedar Falls 
American Studies 
Kristin Marie Snyder, BA New Hampton 
Social Work 
Kris Renee Sprague, BA 
Social Work 
Bettendorf 
Valerie Kay Staton, BA Sac City 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
***Susan M. Bernau Staudt, BA Charles City 
Public Administration: Public Personnel 
Janice Lynn Stein, BA Bancroft 
Criminology 
John Scott Stevens, BA Woodbine 
Psychology 
David Paul Thoma, BA St. Donatus 
History 
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Katherine Mary Thoma, BA Jesup 
Home Economics in Business: Clothing and 
Textiles: Fashion Merchandising 
**Lynn Marie Jones Troutner, BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics: Fa_mily Services 
Steven Joseph Udell, BA Cedar Rapids 
History 
**Lisa Ann Valeri, BA Iowa Falls 
Psychology 
Kimberly Ann Vogelbacher, BA Webster City 
Social Work 
Teresa Beth Scott Walker, BA 
Social Work 
*Tami Sue Ward, BA 
Psychology 





**Robin Ann Weber, BA Boone 
Criminology 
**Stacy Lynn Wells, BA Iowa City 
Social Work 
Eugene Lee Westendorf, BA Davenport 
History 
Dennis Dean Wiggins, BA Nashua 
Criminology 
*Donna Jean Wilson, BA Strawberry Point 
Social Work and Psychology 
Nancy Lynn Wolfe, BA Harpers Ferry 
Social Work 
Janet Anne O'Day Wood Waterloo 
Social Work 
**Jeffrey Alan Ziesman, BA Alden 
History 
Graduate College 
Candidates for Degrees 
Ajay Agarwal, B.E., 1987, University of Allahabad 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Karen Joann Aldrich, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Yolanda Terri Anderson, B.A., 1988, Southern University 
M.A.; Communication and Training Technology 
Rosario Pascual Antig, A.B., 1980, University of Santo Tomas 
M.A.; Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Scott Michael Bartholomaus, B.B.A., 1988, Iowa State University 
M. B.A. Business Administration 
Ernest Harry Baumbach, B.A., 1972, University of Dubuque 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Jane Christine Behrens, B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; English 
Elizabeth Ruth Bingham, B.A., 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; English 
Thesis: Language and Identity in Sophie's Choice 
David James Bohlke, B.A., 1971, St. Marys University of San Antonio 
M.A.E.; Computer Applications in Education 
Thesis: Author Self-Study Text - "Introduction to Word Processing" 
Christopher Daniel Brauns, B.A., 1985, Central College 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Emily Louise Brown, B.A., 1963, Centre College of Kentucky; M.A., 1972, 
Indiana University 
M.A.; French 
Teresa Byrne Bunday, B.S.E., 1986, University of North Dakota 
M.A.; Library Science 
Jennifer Brown Burk, B.A. , 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Audiology 
David Delawe Carlson, B.S., 1973, Iowa State University 
M.A.; Counseling 
Rita Marie Carney, B.S., 1980, Bemidji State University 
M.A.; Library Science 
Nancy Lynne Cassel, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Gail Ann Keller Clapp, B.A. , 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Communications and Theatre Arts 
David John Conrads, B.A., 1987, Central College 
M.A.; Biology 
Thesis: The Nesting Ecology of the Cooper's Hawk in Iowa 
Elizabeth Chaplik Dare, B.A.E., 1983, Iowa State University 
M.A.; Audiology 
Sharon Kay Droste, B.S., 1987, Upper Iowa University 
M.A.E.; School Business Management 
Melissa Joy Ewing, B.A., 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Cheryl Lee Finer, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; Elementary Principal 
Nancy Diane Fopma, B.S. , 1987, Northeast Missouri State University 
M.A.; Home Economics: Family Services 
Jeffery Wade Foulk, B.A. ,1978, University of Northern Iowa 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Sheng Gao, B.PE., 1983, Beijing Teachers College of Physical Culture 
M.A.; Physical Education 
Jean Litterer Goings, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Sociology 




























Wei-Hua He, B.S., 1982, Shanghai University of Science and Technology Nanning, China 
M.B.A. ; Business Administration 
Mary Kay Herder, B.S., 1987, University of Iowa Monroe 
M.A.; Speech-I.nnguage Pathology 
Thesis: Repair Strategies Utilized by Hearing-Impaired and Normal-Hearing Children 
Alicia Hidalgo, Licenciada, 1986, University de Narino • Pasto-Narino, Colombia 
M.A.; Teaching English to Speakers of Other I.nnguages 
Joan Jorgensen Hoeft, B.S., 1966, Dana College Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Counseling 
Le Huang, B.S., 1984, Guangxi University Nanning, China 
M.A.; Mathematics 
Elaine Drossel Hughes, B.A. , 1968, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Library Science 
Neal Perry Jacobs, B.A., 1983, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Brenda Jean James, B.S.E., 1978, Iowa State University 
M.A.; Home Economics Education 
Grant Edward Jones, B.A. , 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Ronald William Joslyn, B.A., 1964, University of Northern Iowa 






Michael P. Kelly, B.S. , 1977, University of North Dakota Minot, ND 
M.S.; Science Education 
Thesis: The Effects of Prisms Learning Cycle Strategies on Achievement, Integrated Process 
Skills, and Attitudes Toward Physics of High School Physics Students When Referenced 
to Kolb's LSI 
Paula Sue Kilburg, B.A. , 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Speech-I.nnguage Pathology 
Julia Dawn Klein, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Teaching English to Speakers of Other I.nnguages 
Sandra Renee Kock, B.A. , 1988, University of Iowa 
M.A.; Speech-I.nnguage Pathology 
Gary Lynn Koenen, B.A., 1979, Northwestern College 
M.A.E.; Secondary Principal 
Roswitha Anneliese Koppensteiner, M.A., 1969, University of Graz 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Marsha Adele Kreykes, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Speech-I.nnguage Pathology 
Jean Marie Davis Kruse, B.A. , 1977, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; School Counseling 
David Alan Larson, B.S., 1972, Iowa State University 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
William Thomas Lawson, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Physical Education 
Jean Wiswell Leonard, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Home Economics Education 
Karla Rae Lund, B.A. , 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Speech-I.nnguage Pathology 
Thomas Paul Menke, B.A., 1959, Iowa Wesleyan College 
M.A.E.; Secondary Principal 
Mary Margaret Mescher, B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; Educational Media 
Betty Jane Nason, B.M.E. , 1966, Evangel College 
M.A.; Library Science 
Emalee Ruth Niemann, B.A., 1986, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A. ; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Ronald Edward O'Meara, B.T., 1982, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Technology 
Deborah Lynn Orr, A.B., 1988, University of Michigan 
M.A.; Science Education 



















Mary Therese Otten, B.S.E., 1987, Drake University Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Effects of Massed and Distributed Practice on Learning an Environmentally-Open 
Timing Task 
Elda Guadalupe Pacheco, Licenciatura, 1987, Escuela Normal Superior Merida, Mexico 
M.A.; Spanish 
Sara Sue Nolan Petersen, B.A., 1974, Briar Cliff College Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Home Economics: Family Services 
Mary Ellen Kramer Prier, B.A., 1966, Clarke College Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Reading Education 
Theresa Ann Schaefer, B.A., 1985, B.A., 1988, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Glen Maurice Schmidt, B.A., 1976, Bethel College; B.S., 1976, M.S., 1977, 
Kansas State University Waterloo 
M. B.A.; Business Administration 
Margaret Helene Schoentag, B.A., 1981, University of Northern Iowa Hazelton 
M.A.E.; Elementary Education 
Daniel Jay Schofield, B.A., 1983, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Timothy William Slaven, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Debra Leanne Smith, B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Huntington Beach, CA 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Michael Joseph Smith, B.A., 1986, University of Northern Iowa Des Moines 
M.A.; Communication and Training Technology 
Stacey Ann Snyder-Newbaugh, B.A., 1986, Wartburg College Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Science Education 
Daniel Delmar Stehn, B.A., 1974, University of Iowa Dubuque 
M.A.E.; Secondary Principal 
Wendy May Stoltenberg, B.S.N., 1981, University of Iowa Walcott 
M.A.; Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Sharon Kay Ubben;B.A., 1985, Wartburg College Aplington 
M.A.; Physical Education 
Thesis: Assessing the Nutritional Value of Selected Northeast Iowa School Lunch Programs 
Jill Marilyn Uhlenberg, B.A., 1977, M.A.E., 1989, University of Northern Iowa LaPorte City 
M.A.E.; Education of the Gifted 
Thomas Wayne VonAhsen, B.S., 1987, Mount Mercy College Cedar Falls 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
David Layne Waggie, B.S., 1984, Buena Vista College Wall Lake 
M.A.; Science Education 
Melissa Sue Walljasper, B.A., 1988, University of Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Spanish 
Nancy Jane Walters, B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa Iowa Falls 
M.A.E., School Counseling 
Margaret Mary Weigel, B.S., 1966, Mount Mercy College; M.A. , 1978, 
University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.E.; Elementary Principal 
Diane Marie Weingart, B.A., 1988, University of Iowa Burlington 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
Mary Beth Bauerly Werner, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Dubuque 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Susan Jean Wetrich, B.S., 1988, University of Iowa Ottumwa 
M.A.; Speech-Language Pathology 
David Albert Wieland, B.S., 1967, Iowa State University Cedar Falls 
M. B.A.; Business Administration 
Steven Michael Wikert, B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Thesis: Survey of Public Profiles, Attendance, and Preferences for Cedar Falls/Waterloo 
Community Leisure and Arts Activities 
Bruce Alan Wilson, B.A., 1983, University of Northern Iowa Iowa City 
M.A.; Science Education 
Carol Jo Yager, B.A., 1982, Iowa State University Cedar Falls 
M.A.; Educational Psychology: Teaching 
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Specialist in Education 
Barbara Lynn Brainard-Patterson, B.A., 1978, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Comparison of Locus of Control with WISC-R Subtest and IQ Scores of Juvenile 
Delinquents • 
Robert Lee Brookhart, B.A., 1987, Wartburg College Mason City 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Role Understanding Between Elementary Counselors and School Psychologists 
Silvio Rolando Encinas, B.A., 1986, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Incidents of Adolescent Depression in a Parochial High School 
Lea Lynnette Roseberry; B.A., 1987, University of Northern Iowa Albia 
School Psychology 
Thesis: The Effects of Tutoring on University Student Success and Persistence 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Robert Reed Johnson, B.S.B.A., 1970 Creighton University; M.S., 1979, 
Indiana University Ogden, UT 
Dissertation: Development and Validation of a Model for Training Maintenance Supervisors for 
Productivity Improvements in Manufacturing Operations 
Dissertation Chairman: Michael R. White, Ph.D. 
Doctor of Education 
Vickie Kay Trent-Wilson, B.A., 1982, M.A., 1987, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation: The Effects of a Microteaching Program Upon the Critical Thinking Skills of 
Preservice Teachers 
Dissertation Chairman: Mary Nan Aldridge, Ph.D. 
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The Academic Procession 
The President's Party forms the first section of the academic procession. Headed by the commencement 
marshal, it includes the president, members of the State Board of Regents and of the General Assembly, 
other platform-guests, and the vice-presidents, deans and other principal University officials. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the Centennial 
Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in Industrial Arts. A 
traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends of cast bronze, with the top 
carrying the seal of the University. The sterling silver chain worn by the president was also created for the 
Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by Martin Peterson, then a junior majoring 
in art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the University by carrying the seals of the Iowa State 
Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, the State College of Iowa, and the University of Northern 
Iowa. 
The procession continues with the faculty, led by the chairperson of the Faculty Senate. The heads of the 
departments come first followed by the remainder of the faculty. 
When the members of the President's Party have arrived at their proper stations, they rise to honor the 
entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals, the candidates enter with candidates for 
the highest degrees first. The candidates for the degree ofBachelor of Arts, both the Teaching Program and 
the Liberal Arts Program, enter in five groups, representing each of the four undergraduate colleges and 
the School of Business. 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They were 
designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. Ms. Lindstrom's explanation of 
the banner designs accompanies the symbols reproduced at the back of this program. The banners were 
fashioned by Phillip Elliott, who also designed the stage setting which you see before you. This was first 
used for the Centennial Commencement in 1976. 
Students wearing gold cords are those graduating with highest honors, a distinction which requires a 
grade average of 3.75 (4.00 would be all A's). 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded gowns 
were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much diversity occurred, 
and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system of academic costume was 
agreed on, now adhered to by more than 760 institutions. According to this code, both the styling and 
colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree: the bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. The 
master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctor's gown is fuller and 
more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of this velvet may 
be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar to all degrees, although differing slightly in length. 
The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a velvet edging 
which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in the colors of the college 
or university granting the degree. 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the triming on the doctor's gown 
is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Home Economics 
Orange - Engineering 
Pink- Music 
Purple- Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
University Commencement Committee 










Program: Judith Harrington, Chair; Irene Elbert; Robert Leahy; Robert Simpson; 
Susan Chilcott; Jill Beatty, Christine McDonald 
Production and Processional: Gordon Tirnpany, Chair; Jay Edelnant; Clark Elmer, 
Philip Patton; William Shepherd, James Egli 
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Banner Design 
1. The education symbol used for the Doctor of Education, the Specialist in Education and the 
Bachelor of Arts in Education degrees, as well as the College of Education, represents the 
teacher-student communication. 
2. The symbol for the Master's degree represents further study beyond the first four years. 
3. The four circles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four years of study. 
4. The Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees are represented on a musical staff. 
5. The symbol for the Bachelor of Technology and Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial 
and mechanical motif. 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development. 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8. The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a representation of all 
the arts and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The centering represents the campus and the four circles represent all campus study for the 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies degree. 
11. The symbol for the Specialist degree represents further study beyond the Master's level. 
12. The symbol for Continuing Education and Special Programs represents campus outreach and 
educational growth. 
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